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1.0 Executive Summary

A one-page summary of the key contents of the report.

2.0 Introduction

Introduction to the report. References should follow the Chicago Manual of Style Author-Date style (Doniger 1999, 65). The most common instances are shown in this template (Cowlishaw and Dunbar 2000, 104-7). Suggested content may include: Status of the grant, summary of results and progress, previous work, participants and contributions, etc.

2.1 Subsection

Use subsections as needed to organize the report. Subsections may occur in any section. All subsections should follow this format.

2.2 Subsection

3.0 Background

Background information to aid the reader’s understanding of the report. Suggested content may include: the problem being addressed, why is it important, what is the state-of-the-art/ state-of-the-practice, capability weakness or shortfalls, etc.

4.0 Technical Approach

Describe research and how it was carried out.
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5.0 Findings/Results

Describe the results of the research to this point.

6.0 Analysis, Products and Discussion

Describe any analysis performed, products produced such as algorithms, software, prototypes, hardware, sensors, etc. Discussion any planned transition, integration or test activities. (See tab 3, 4)

7.0 Conclusion

8.0 Future Work
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